The battle is bigger than most of us realize.
The segment between 50 and about 250 employees is not being well served. Companies with fewer than 50 or more than 250 employees have viable options, but inside that range, companies have very limited options for effective IT support.
GREEN We just did a broad survey of small to medium companies. The results clearly stated that in this segment, the average IT administrator spends less than one hour a month on security.
CREEGER Aren't people afraid? Since folks don't see the direct results of poor security in their face all the time, is malware more of an insidious type of threat today?
WEAFER With the silent nature of these current attacks, many people are obviously unaware of the risk or damage to their personal data. Moreover, there are many more who just don't care. They can still open their documents, still effectively work, so they choose not to worry. There is certainly a lack of awareness with regard to some of the newer attack techniques. There's the perception that what I don't see won't hurt me.
CREEGER You're saying that malware writers are getting more sophisticated. They've learned that if they minimize the direct impact to the computing platform so that the effects of their attacks are not "in your face," then they can get much more value from those machines.
WEAFER Absolutely. I call it slow and low. If you attack a machine slowly and silently, you'll extract maximum profit over a longer period of time than doing something aggressively, being seen, and then being stopped quickly.
BARRETT At PayPal we have concluded that it isn't just malware that is the problem; the average Internet consumer has had no training on what represents safe behavior. We have to get out and help teach them that. We have concluded that putting words on Web pages is a fairly poor educational medium. We try to simplify our customer safety messages and take them to where consumers hang out.
CREEGER When I talk to other experts, they say it goes way beyond that. If you visit questionable Web sites, shady areas of less than ethical intent-such as pornography or pirated software (warez) sites-you don't have to execute object code from some random e-mail or visit a Web site from a link provided by some phishing e-mail. The fact that you've just visited the site is enough to get an infection.
BARRETT That may be true if you have not kept your PC patched. In our set of messages around PC safety, we say three things:
• Run a modern operating system. If you use Windows 95 to surf the Internet and visit one of those Web sites, you have a very good chance of being compromised.
• Keep those updates turned on. Not being up to date on operating-system patches was the mistake made by all the Conficker victims.
• Also run an up-to-date antivirus program with the latest security updates. Do those three things and you substantially lower your risk of infection. Are you 100 percent safe?
No, but you're not 100 percent safe crossing the street either.
BAWA I have a different perspective. There are some things users can be taught and there will be a real change. Generally speaking, security is not one of them. If we're counting on users to do the right thing at all times, it's never going to happen. Very simply, users expect that the operating system and the environment are secure and that they are protected by antivirus software that comes with malware protection. They believe that protection is what they purchased and if it's not doing the job, they are not getting what they paid for.
BARRETT I'm sympathetic to your point of view, but would say that societies can choose what represents safe and unsafe behavior and can legislate against deliberately unsafe behavior. As a society, we believe that it is important to drive safely on the road. If you go flying down a busy city street at excessive speed and kill somebody, you will probably go to jail for vehicular homicide.
There are no intrinsic reasons why we can't impose limits on unsafe behavior that actually jeopardizes others on the Internet. The most insidious thing about malware is that it isn't a threat just to you; it is also a threat to Internet safety at large.
GORELIK
One of the issues with your analogy is that driving down a crowded city street at high speed has direct and immediate consequences. Malware does not work that way. If you do get infected, and even if you clean it up, you might not see the direct consequences of that infection or be able to tie that infection to consequences suffered by someone else.
It is very difficult for a user to make that connection. The impact of malware infection is disconnected compared with something much more physical and tangible. I agree that education would help, but there are limits to its effectiveness.
BARRETT Too many people find out how to protect themselves on the Internet through ad hoc means such as talking to people at cocktail parties. They may find out things such as avoiding phishing scams by looking out for poorly spelled e-mails and Web sites without any graphics. Often that advice may have been true years ago but is no longer valid today.
Recently we were told by one of our security providers that a number of our customers had shown up on a Sinowal trojan drop server list (http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/7701227.stm). We had a big file of these and we are notifying those customers saying the following:
• We're terribly sorry, we believe your PC has been compromised because these are your details and they match all the data we store on you.
• This is how you probably got infected.
• Go here for advice on how to fix your PC.
• By the way, some malware is so nasty you're going to have to clear the machine and rebuild it from base hardware or take it to somebody who actually can rewrite the master boot record.
• Here's a PayPal security key to help protect you.
It's a whole get-well kit. I think we're probably one of the first companies to attempt this. As an industry we are going to have to do more of this kind of outreach.
CREEGER Is that possible today given the architecture of existing operating systems? I have been told that there's some really nasty stuff out there and if you poke it the wrong way it will crash the machine.
WEAFER The vast majority of stuff does not require that kind of drastic action. While there's absolutely some really bad malware out there, there is still an enormous amount of fairly basic stuff that can be taken care of without a bare-metal rebuild.
One thing that's increasingly happening is that Web sites, particularly those owned by small businesses, are being compromised. These sites are in turn being used to attack others. So it's not just the problem of the desktop owner, but now the Web-site owner as well. Among the biggest infection vectors we see today are threats being delivered onto user systems from compromised Web sites. If you are an owner of a Web site, you need to pay attention to this problem. This is really challenging for small business because most of those people have no idea what Web-site security really entails.
Some hosting companies will do security scans as part of their service, or you can go to specialist boutiques or service providers. Depending on the type of infection, however, malware removal by this means could be very difficult.
CREEGER It sounds like a small to medium business has to understand a lot of detail in order to address the risks we have been talking about. Are there people who can take over that function?
For small to medium business owners responsible for the company's Web sites and PCs, what should they do and what are the tradeoffs? What should they be thinking about? How big does an organization have to be before it hires an in-house expert?
BAWA We do a risk-to-reward security analysis for any potential insecurity we come across. This helps determine the cost benefit for any given solution to ensure we're focused on the highest risks at all times.
Consumers expect to buy one product that does everything. In the small to medium business market, companies start to understand that if they are setting up Web sites, they are going to need some protection, but they don't know what that is. They turn to their small IT provider to provide that package. When you get to a $100 million company, you are going to be concerned about DLP (data loss prevention). If you're a $5 million company, you're not, because you know everybody and it's much more of a trusting environment.
BARRETT One of the most basic defenses is have good practices around patching. If you have an endpoint, keep it patched, and run up-to-date AV, then that goes a long way toward providing reasonable protection.
BAWA People also want value. Once they understand they need these five different components for protection, they look for value. The one common question that all SMBs will ask is, "What product can I buy that gives me the most features for the best price?" CREEGER Trying to figure out what the value is for the money spent is a bit of a gamble. People naturally don't want to spend a lot of money, but they don't have any effective way of evaluating what their exposure is, given a particular level of spending.
GREEN There isn't a strong enough appreciation for the volume and propensity of malware that we're dealing with. When you tell people the number of threats we see per day, their jaws just drop to the table.
WEAFER It's the dynamic nature of malware attackers that if you defend against something, things will change. Security is very different from the more stable and predictable areas of computing such as storage and search. When one hole is plugged, attackers simply move on to attack different areas.
CREEGER You are telling me that you have a highly adaptable adversary and that it is very difficult to assess risk and asset value. You're trying to plug as many leaks as you can with a fixed budget, and there's no real guarantee that what you left out wasn't the critical thing that will sink your boat. Is there any good news here?
WEAFER The good news is that people who take the basic commonsense actions seem to be less impacted on a consistent basis. This is the good hygiene story where the guy who just washes his hands before meals seems to get sick far less often. Even though new technology and new trends are being seen all the time, the basic best practices haven't changed all that much.
GORELIK There are two kinds of attack models. One is to cast a wide net and pull in whatever you catch. As a user, if you do the basic commonsense things, you're probably reasonably protected.
There are also guys who are going to target you because you have something of value. Security here should be more sophisticated and based on the impact of a successful breach.
BARRETT This attack is based in the attacker's perceived value of the assets you have on your system and brings to mind the old joke about what to do if you are attacked by a bear in the wilderness. The answer is that you don't have to outrun the bear, you just have to outrun the guy next to you. To the extent that attackers perceive that you have juicy assets, but you seem to have done a half-decent job of locking things up, attackers may go try the bozo next door who has probably done a less competent job.
BOURNE From a defensive perspective, are there things people were doing last year that have stopped working? WEAFER Up to recently we would say that if you avoided going down the dark alleys of the Internet-the pornography sites, for example-you were probably safe. Because of the rise of crosssite scripting attacks that inject malicious code into otherwise normal Web pages, that is not so true anymore.
GORELIK You now have to be careful of legitimate software that has been repackaged to include other executables containing threats. Also, in the past people could safely download software that was not signed. At this point, I would not download anything that's not signed-and signed by an entity I trust. You have no way of guaranteeing that the integrity of the software has not been tampered with on the server.
I did an experiment and went to a reasonably well-known site and downloaded a whole bunch of stuff. When I first started seeing a large number of compromised executables, I thought that the problem was in our testing process. Sadly, it turned out that our process was just fine, but the files had really been infected.
BAWA But it's not just about trusting. In October 2008 people visiting the Macys.com retail site got hijacked to a Web site that looked like Macys.com but wasn't.
BARRETT I believe owners of consumer-facing Web sites have a responsibility not only to ensure that their infrastructure is secure, but also to demonstrate that theirs is a legitimate Web site. We pay a nontrivial uplift to have extended validation. When you go to PayPal.com with a modern operating system and browser, you get a green glow object in the address bar that says, PayPal, Inc.-not in the URL itself but beside it. These are the kinds of definitive user interface cues that consumers can and should be looking for.
WEAFER I believe we will see more reputation-based security models. Black-and-white listing-based So the data-location requirement is one issue with clouds.
A second issue is the ability to define an application's security requirements. If I have particular security requirements around my application, I don't want it to co-reside with someone else's application that has a different requirement set. We don't have the policy language yet to adequately describe everyone's security requirements. For cloud computing to work, that type of definitional information needs to be in place. It is not there today, but we will undoubtedly get to the point where we will have the proper risk vocabulary to address this issue.
Most of the cloud vendors at this point are using comparatively basic security patches that are perfectly functional, and as I said earlier, a little patching goes a long way. They are demonstrating to prospective clients their SAS70 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statement_on_Auditing_Standards_ No._70:_Service_Organizations), and you can review it to determine whether their controls are adequate.
CREEGER What are the more interesting and surprising types of malware you have experienced?
BARRETT ATM malware targets a specific vendor's ATMs. The bad guy wanders up to the ATM, opens up its externally accessible maintenance port, shoves in a USB stick, and takes it over. The victim happily uses the ATM while it does things the bank doesn't know and didn't intend. This is not at all common as yet and occurred only because somebody was able to steal the source code for that particular ATM.
BAWA A service person came in and put malware on the point-of-sale devices for six or eight local San Francisco Bay area gas stations and captured all the debit cards. Reputation is a good way to deal with environments that are not heavily regulated and not able to be locked down.
BARRETT One of the most interesting trends in the past year or so is the active research community letting machines get infected by bits of malware. They are trying to work out what the malware is being used for, how it's engineered, and what greater purpose it serves. The best example is the folks who took apart the Storm network and determined that its purpose was to spam Viagra ads. They really understood the mechanics of how that particular botnet was put together. WEAFER There's a lot more ongoing research evaluating the ecosystem and looking at every part of the crime life cycle-not just the technology pieces but who benefits from the crimes. Who is making money, how are they doing it, where is it happening, and how are they controlling it?
Ultimately, we are looking for effective levers to combat malware. Sometimes these levers may be technology based, sometimes policy based.
BARRETT Malware isn't fundamentally a technical problem; it's a crime problem. Even though we and other financial services firms have seen a lot of consumers have their credentials stolen, the average level of victimization is usually very low. The criminal market has so many credentials available at this point that the bottleneck is not in acquiring more credentials, it's in monetizing them.
CREEGER Can ISPs provide effective malware defense?
WEAFER ISPs need to engage their users and provide not only technology help but also policy help around this problem. The ISP is for many people the closest thing they have to a touch point on the Internet. When a user infection is identified, the ISP should engage the user in a positive dialogue and work to resolve the problem for the good of the entire community. Letting the problem fester or moving it to another vendor should not be a viable alternative.
BARRETT The force at play is what economists call negative externalities. Decisions are made by one party, but the costs are borne by others. The costs resulting from users browsing dubious Web sites on unprotected machines and getting infected are borne not just by the ISP but by the Web sites that may get attacked from the infected user. That user's browsing behavior has real and measurable costs to those businesses. The argument here is simply, what is the set of economic and regulatory policies that will influence users to better align their decisions with its cost impact on the rest of the community? CREEGER It's the same argument as public health.
BAWA I have a very different opinion on this. Living in the technology world, you become analytical: How do I fix? What are the data points? and so on. I think security and some of the issues we're facing are more like influenza, where every year there's going to be another strain no matter what you do. You can do everything right and there will still be another strain. Technology and policy have solved certain things very well: CRM (customer relationship management) systems, supply chain, iTunes… Security is an environment that is ever changing, and unless we understand that, we're going to be chasing our tail for a long time.
CREEGER I want to thank everyone for sharing your experiences and perspectives. It is clear to me that malware defense is an evolving area that is extremely dynamic and has equal measures of both art and science. This discussion has given our audience a better understanding of the threat landscape and an appreciation for what they should be thinking about to reduce the risk of compromise. Hopefully it will encourage folks to evaluate their security architectures to be more in tune with the risks they face. Q LOVE IT, HATE IT? LET US KNOW feedback@queue.acm.org
